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 Abstract: 

          Cusanus*, a medieval mathematician and cardinal, and Weick*, a 20th century organizational 
theorist, are both known for their remarkable insights into human behavior. Cusanus, probably the most 
influential mathematician of his time, developed for his philosophy a mystic calculus, unmasked here as  
anti-derivation,  being a formalization of  the phenomenon induction**.  It  allowed him to foresee that 
interactions between subjects,  things and organizations are  mutually  uncoupled,  and subjected to  an 
unidentified Him (H), acting inductively as 'invisible hand'*. Weick describes social interactions likewise 
as such, as 'loosely coupled', and that reality is constructed by experience in a sense-made frame (a). This 
framed  sense-making  is  induction  driven,  we  know  that  because  Weick  discovered  that  experience 
activates a process of cognitive dissonance*, which is also known as induction-driven serendipity*. Here 
we show that indeed all things, concepts, organizations, math, physics etc. potentially, as by convention*, 
are loosely coupled - a characteristic of physical induction - in sense-made, induction driven, systems. 
Such systems arises in response to the singularity* H, which disappears as the zero sum of capacitance 
and  current  at  the  moment  it  shows  up*.  The  number  0  therefore  lodges  everything,  as  'locked-in' 
symbols*, that potentially can make makes sense, like man, horse, organization etc. The symbols interact  
by loosely coupled induction, and as such do posses no inter-hierarchical relationship. It reveals us an 
illusionary, sense-made, symbolic reality, shaped by nature's (secondary to H) free will 
and imagination. Until H shows up.  

Introduction:  

        Weick defines sense-making* as the process by which people 
give meaning to experience*,  and people construct  this  reality in a 
sense-making frame*  (a).  Other characteristics  of this  behavior are 
dissociation of time and space and serendipity*,  the latter is also known as cognitive 
dissonance*.  Intuitively Weick presents  us a  picture  of  the  world as  if  it  is  a  closed 
system with its  inhabitants  expressing induction-driven behavior.  Simply because the 
most appealing characteristics of both induction as well as the inhabitants are loosely 
coupling (affection and repelling), cognitive dissonance, and dissociation of 'time and 
space', in a sense-making frame. The latter we picture here as closed environment  (a). 

Induction means multiplicity (read experience), and sense-making is therefore induced by a singularity which we 
denote H (H=1). Thus H induces, in its almightiness, the world and therefore H is all there is*, nature and man as 
part of nature included. But H can make sense only when it is named once** and therefore H must disappear, for 
example changing into invisible capacitance C (Coulomb)*, in order to be able to show up. And for showing up 
H must be smaller and change identity, C therefore changes into  ΔH,  in order to obey both multiplicity and 
uniqueness  as  demanded by induction.  Thus H disappears  as  potential  capacitance C while  showing up as  
potential current  ΔH at spot zero in the sense making frame (b). This yields an 
almost  infinite  information  content  for  the  ratio  1/0  (=H  per  0),  allowing  the 
almighty H to create and to reabsorb all  kinds of symbols C and  ΔH whatever 
he/she wants because H doesn't change*. And all kinds of other symbols as well, 
for example volume of a Leyden jar (c)* as function of C, because neither H nor the 
symbolic volume of the frame, here defined as ltr(-1), change when H disappears. 

     H, being a supreme supervisor, is in charge of our 3-D environment. At every  
moment H knows exactly the ins and outs of every out-corner of this environment*. 
H collects  this  information  using  a  method  known as  Socratic  elenchus*.  The 
method is best explained taking the Leyden jar as example. This device enables us 
to show in two steps how H collects relevant environmental information like size 
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and capacitance C of the jar. First charge C (at t=-½ sec) moves in the jar upon 
disappearance of H as an invisible, 4-D, 'capacitive current' C from the 3-D wall 
to the 2-D center rod (c left). It does so in exchange for ΔH. In the next step C 
and ΔH change identity, allowing for example lightning C* to precipitate on the 
wall by induction as 'running capacitance' with a delay of 1sec afterward (+½sec) 
in  exchange  for  capacitive  current  ΔH (c  right).  The  3-D circuit  (b,d,e),  we 
describe here is known as closed electrical RC circuit* with specific RC delay 
time of H/sec (H=1). The circuit has a cognitive equivalent which is know as  
readiness potential*. It means that it takes for ΔH after the disappearance of H, 
one RC sense-second* to experience (make) the 3-D return from the periphery* 
back to the center.  However, everything stays put*, because, due to induction, 

ΔH only enjoyed an illusive transfiguration to the periphery because the sum 
of C and  ΔH is zero at every moment.  C and  ΔH stay put  in 3-D and the 
number 0 is therefore equivalent with H and equation e, not g, is therefor the 
most  appropriate  circuit  equivalent.  It  emphasizes  the  significance  of  the 
number zero*. Furthermore,  ΔH, due to the apparent dissociation of time and 
space not knowing that H is in charge of the environment, experiences a sense 
of  cognitive  dissonance* because  only  afterward  ΔH is  able  to  justify  its 
crossing experience. Notably as being an act of free will*. Thus our example 
shows that the number zero (e) in the center of the jar, the empty spot where H 
disappeared, contains more than the symbolic ins and outs of the jar. It also 
contains,  as  by  convention*,  the  physics  and  math  to  enable  the  crossing 
experience.  Potentially,  a-priori*,  everything is  therefore  present  as  illusive 
symbol in the 0. As such all physical constants, for example the melting heat 
and specific weight of ice or water (g), can be calculated a priori,  showing 
these are not merely empirical data. And all the symbols can be distributed into  
the environment by H in cooperation with nature. In fact all nature's activities 
are  causally,  a  priori* determined* by  H.  The  absence  of  H  furthermore 
contradicts the Aristotelian adage 'what is, is'* , but is in accordance with his 
concept of unmoved mover*. Thus here we are going to show that everything 
can be evoked metaphysically by nature as  a priori present illusion, created 
under the supervision of the singularity H. Although only for the time being 
that H is absent.

Results:

        Cusanus rose in his days to 
the  supreme  in  the  fields  of  mathematics,  metaphysics* and 
mystics*. Most famous* is his work on infinity when he exploits a 
circular model with a radius growing to infinite size. We, in this 
study, unfold the circle (read: we unfold the singularity H) in anti-
space  in  the  Leyden  jar   (c)  while  its  shrinking  'running 
capacitance'  represents  its  radius.  Thus,  by  disappearing  is  H 
causing contraction in this jar at spot zero (0), which is symbolized 
by  an  increase  in  invisible  4-D  'running  capacitance'.  Cross 
sections of the jar (e,f) show that this running capacitance, being 
the anti-derivative of  H/103cm3  (H/ltr),  amounts  to  -30mC. This 
shrinking  running  capacitance  owns  also  a  volume,  starting  at 
0.027ml/10-5C (f)  to  begin with while  decreasing in  6 steps  via 
18ml/C in 3-D logarithmically to 2-D  where it  ends at the value 
55.55x10-6ltr(-1)/C, as shown in Taylors series (j). However due to 
the  identity  shift  (c)  this  volume  capacitance  changes  to  ½x 
molH20in 4-D (0.009ml), being the anti-derivative of 30mC/2 (f,j). 
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       In a closed system the approach of the 
base number  e  of natural logarithm stops at 
iteration C=6. C! symbolizes the volume shrink 
of a '4-D to 2-D' shrinking 'running capacitance', 
which is antagonized by the simultaneous 
volume swell  generated by the 2-D to 4-D 
capacitive 'bonding current' ΔH (see fig.p).  It 
generates at the spot of singularity H a 3-D di-
electrical vacuum with everything (H/0) in the 
singularity staying put.
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Hence the running capacitance stays unchanged for a second as 1C at spot 0, which is in agreement with the  
definition of a singularity. It allows a renewed start of the cycle, although, as shown below, with other symbols  
than C and ΔH. It shows that by logarithmic anti-derivation (ΔH/H=1 in 3-D) our sense-making frame can be 
filled with numerous symbols that  make sense.  As such the 2  4-D waters  ('36ml',  f),  of  Heraclitus* are in 
perpetual  motion  between  2-D  and  4-D  while  everything  stays  put*.  It  should  be  clear  that  notions  like 
dimension, volume, temperature, distance etc as such are metaphors in the context of the singularity zero.

         The wisdom of H being represented by C an ΔH (e) and 
subsequently by whatever other symbols that make sense is based 
on sense-making theory, a highlight of Platonic rationalism* and 
medieval scholasticism*. It implies that H firsts must be linked to 
a semantic, sense-making, symbol to give us an idea of what is, 
for example volume defined as Capacitance C, and subsequently 
this  this  symbol  needs  to  be  linked  to  some  materiality  like 
current I (sec/C), to lend it mass (molar body) and active impetus. 
It is all because in logic the multiple use of a single universal* is 
forbidden**. Thus, by staying put the contents of number zero (0), embodying the content of the universal H,  
can be addressed numerous times in our 3-D environment. First content is transfigured to invisible 'capacitance',  
and subsequently content  is  transfigured  to  visible  'mass'.  The  ratio  H/0* therefore  may contain an almost 
unlimited number of symbols, because H remains 1 while the ratio ΔH/C can be replaced by any other sense-
making symbol ratio.  

       Due to logarithmic nesting (j) our symbolic ratios are not represented by the algorithm* shown in d but by 
the algorithm shown in  e.  It  emphasizes the fact  that  the number zero (0) is not  dimensionless* because it 
contains all the symbols in the world*. The algorithm is the formalization of a closed circuit, which implies that 
every physical relationship like gravity*, pH*, melting heat (e), sw ice and water (e), Avogadro's number (i), 
Faraday's constant (h) etc* can be calculated a-priori, thus without experience. The explanatory mechanism is 
induction. For example it takes one second  to replace  ½H in a volume of '36ml',  or to replace ½C by '36ml  
nothing'  (½/72=1/36,  see  below) in  the  closed circuit.  Faraday's  constant  is  therefore  exactly  105C because 
½moleH in 36ml/C is missing, and Avogadro's number is exactly 6.106x3x105 because a volume of 37ml/10 per 
moleH is missing (d), 0C/36 is 1mole/37. It furthermore should be emphasized that notions like dimension, 
physical constants, inert heat (f), driving force (f), etc are all secondary related to 'Das Ding an Sich'* because 
induction, yielding these notions, means that we always interfere with the results*. Moreover nothing can be 
larger than our singularity 1/0. By convention* these constants have become 'facts' of nature in our sense making 
frame, which therefore has become a mechanized world picture*. In the following paragraphs we show that real 
life, 'Das Ding an Sich', develops symbolically as 3 rd road phenomenon* beyond this mechanization. Something 
that Cusanus already had discovered 5 centuries ago. Seinsvergessenheit* is no stranger to humanity.

      Inquiring we tried to approach nothingness 0 (Das Ding) in a circular model (e). Cusanus* took another 
approach. Like Lucretius*, he explored the condition 'infinity' in the circular model. In his intellectual world a 
circle therefore becomes a straight line (l) when its radius H reaches infinity by increments in steps of ΔH. In 
this cognitive effort changes a triangle in the circle into a line with top corner of 180 degrees but much more  
than that occurs. The circle's circumference becomes more and more a straight line and the infinite straight in the  

world of Cusanus is therefore not only a circle, but a line, a triangle, a polygon, a 
man and a horse etc as well. Simply because out there, in infinity, all contrasts 
between things, concepts,  numbers and subjects are absent.  All hierarchy, still 
according to Cusanus, between heaven and earth, between man and lion etc., is  
lost in His (God’s) infinity because 'He' denies all mutual relationships between 
worldly things. Infinity, we still listen to Cusanus, allows no comparison, and as 

such He (H) embodies the coinciding maximum (H=1) and minimum (zero). In today's math it means that C 
stands  perpendicular  on  ΔH,  that  the  ratio  ΔH/H=1  should  be  unity  and  'unmovable'.  As  such  any  other  
relationship like crossing of 2 lines, many lines, or whatever, is forbidden. For example crossing of 2 lines, ΔH 
and H, is forbidden because the intersection belongs to one of the lines and not to the other (m). Otherwise the 
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ratio ΔH/H would not be unity.  Neither H not ΔH does move and all  lines,  triangle's,  concepts,  
human interactions etc.  therefore become solitary and non inter-dependent.  As illusions they are  
loosely (induction) coupled Weick would argue. 

      For us it is clear that Cusanus discovered, or must have been aware of,  anti-derivation ( c) and 
induction (e).  And Him (H),  who Cusanus is  'unable'  to name, let  it  be 'able to  localize',  is  similar  to  the 
singularity H in the middle of our sense-making frame (f). H, in the eyes of Cusanus, is therefore all there is (a). 

Thus  H,  before  even  getting  the  chance  to  generate  a  single  point, 
disappears  while  becoming  known  to  the  one  as  invisible  hand*,  as 
unmoved  mover* to  the  other,  and  as  Pancreator* to  Cusanus.  The 
singularity  H,  as  we  have  shown  (n),  'generates'  by  anti-derivation  an 
illusive set  of  circular  current  and capacitance with belonging time axes 
(symbolizing H=1) perpendicular to I and C. Cusanus predicted long ago 
the  belonging  inclination  of  23.3  degrees.  The  model  symbolizes  the 
impossibility of the axiomatic Euclid* parallelism* of 2 lines and a point,, 
lines cannot cross or intersect according to Cusanus. Due to anti-derivation 
the  demon* of Laplace* has become a fact. The time scale of the whole 
operation does not exceed +/- ½sec, symbolizing H=1 (n). Any state in the 
model is determined (induction!) by a prior state, starting with the unmoved 
mover  H  (H=1/0*).  Thus,  Cusanus  most  likely  showed  that  nature 
(including ourselves) is the result of determination*, an that deep inside we 

operate on a different time scale*, time and place are dissociated. As spin-off the model furthermore shows that 
even the number of human genes can be predicted a-priori;  18000 in the 3 by 3 array of the 3-D dielectric  
vacuum (o)*.  

     Excluding mathematics and physics – Heidegger* predicts appropriately that  these faculties eventually 
vanish, see model n, in an eddy - allows us to consider intuition* as 3rd pathway* in reality construction. Once 
again we therefore consider singularity H popping up out of nothingness*. To be more precisely, its deputy C 
(=H/3,  b)  is  popping  up  because  H  (nature)  itself  is  the  sense  making  universal* that  stays  put.  It  is  a 
rationalistic* view on the beginning of the world because it  manifests 
itself  as  nothingness,  allowing nature  to  start  by  convention  whatever 
world,  all  the  way  from  scratch.  It  is  due  to  the  immovability  of 
singularity H and its anti-derived, absurd but sense-making, mathematics 
and physics (j,k) that scientists are being mislead by their senses. Absurd 
indeed, because in anti  space the primary driving force enters our 3-D 
world  from the  4th 'dimension'  which  makes  the  eleatic* paradox  of 
Achilles and the Turtle to become true. The story isn't a paradox because 
C (Achilles)  and  ΔH (Turtle),  change identity  whenever  Achilles  will 
overtake  the  turtle  (c,f,p).  While  physicists  and  mathematicians  think 
logically, it is nature as 'Ding an Sich' that thinks rationally. Nature is  
therefore a sense-making, mental act. For example figure e shows that a 
'4-D  circle'  and  '2-D  cube'  contain  6-  and  12H units  (12/2=6), 
respectively. The difference of factor 2 is bridged by a rational mental act 
to link the momentum and semantics that we symbolically assign to an 
illusion in  a sense-making frame.  This  sense-making act  is  a  rational,  
cognitive Platonic act,  required to circle the square,  and to square the 
circle, for logic-positivists; it is the crucial, as yet not understood, step in 
Poincaré's conjecture*. Thus Faraday did not precipitate a capacitance, 
Faraday was freezing a current of 1C/sec (f). The product of current and 
capacitance is 1/sec in response to whatever natural activity (induction, 
imprinting* etc) and that is why in fact everything stays put* while the 
absurd  sensation  is  created,  admittance* (n)*,  that  everything  is  in 
motion; panta rhei*. 
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     Pythagoras didn't like fractions, however nature does because H 
embraces  the  maximum  1  and  minimum  0  that  can  exist*.  The 
distribution  of  symbols  by  Nothingness  zero  (0),  the  Pancreator  H 
according to Cusanus, is hidden in an algorithm of 9* symbols* at 
position  number  8,  obtained  by  dividing  the  number  1  per  ltr(-1) 
(=ΔH/1000) by the number 0.081 (q). For physicists the number 0.81 
(-10x0.081) symbolizes in 3-D the redox-potential of water, for us it  
symbolizes  the  2-D  identity-shift  required  to  assign  'body'  to  an 
illusionary  'volume'.  The  number  1/3x0.081 (=0.027)  relates  to  the 
reciprocals of  the numbers 27 and 37* (q) with inverse product  of 
1/999 (= 0/1000). Note that the inverse of number 8 is related to the 
adiabatic  volume  shrink  and  swell  of  singularity  H  (k,p) 
0.072/0.081=1+1/8).  Hence,  due  to  anti-derivation  and  belonging 
logarithmic nesting a 'volume'  of  1mole/ltr  disappears and this anti 
space (di-electric vacuum) can be filled with an unlimited number of 
symbols.  The  total  number  of  illusive  symbols  must  be  infinite 
because  symbols can line up like capacitance and group like parallel 
currents. The analysis shows that H is hidden in a set of 9 symbols at 
position number 8. The number 8 for example plays also an important 
role in instantaneous(!) information transport nerves*. Cusanus must 

have been aware of this symbolic, Indian* type of calculus because he 
discusses  it  in  a  cosmic  context  while  emphasizing  the  number  8. 

Furthermore, as alluded to above, he must have been aware of anti-derivation long before Newton* or Leibniz* 
invented calculus. Cusanus was also aware of the axial tilt of 23.33 degrees, and this result of his mystical  
mathematics (=90– 2/3x100) is here shown to be a result of anti-derivation 
(n). Most interestingly, for to reject the realistic Aristotelian inquiries into 
ontology Cusanus  used  the  tools  of  the  logical  positivists*.  And  here, 
using the mystical  mathematics  of  Cusanus,  ant-derivation,  we showed 
that nature (man included) does not exist in reality. Nature is an illusion 
created by induction on account of the unmoved mover H. As result we 
can  picture  nature  as  a  composition  of  loosely  colliding  symbols,  that 
altogether produce a sense-made reality. We produce our reality according 
to Weick. 

           It is a matter of awaiting the moment (if any) that molecular 
biochemists will be told by the determinant nature that the genome is an a 
priori illusion. Several decades ago they estimated the number of genes at 
5.105. Today this number dropped to a meager 19000. However, our genome 
is nothing else but an empirical illusion, obtained because biochemists, apparently as act of free will, send  ΔH 
bonding current through an illusionary anti-circle composed of current I and capacitance C (n). By sending 
current  they  mentally  block  the  transfiguration  of  2-D 'current'  to  4-D 'capacitance'  ( f)  over  a  'distance  of 
2x102cm. Lines and circles are forbidden to cross (m) and therefore the illusion is generated that DNA acting as 
choke coil (r). It generating a constructed illusion of being double strand DNA (factor 2) helix, acting as choke  
coil,  containing 18000 genes  with total  length of  4mtr*.  This  example shows that,  without  biochemical  or 
mathematical  (j) intervention, our DNA world is a plasmid infinite and compact*.  Missing symbols (q) are 
therefore indispensable for the world to go round*, knocking them out will bring the world to en end (r). Having 
concluded that we cannot help but lament the fact that the beta sciences are just as well a religion as any other.  
But this one is a most dangerous anti-creationist one. Once scientists manage, in learned ignorance*, to create 
their own 'small black hole' they blow up as being part of nature not only themselves but, unfortunately, all there 
is*. Because smaller than singularity H that hole can't be and with the collapse therefore all present physical 
states will evolve into one and the same  nothingness *.

1/27 = 0.037037037.......     H=Nothingness

1/37 = 0.027027027.......        37 = 36 + H    

1/(27x37) = 1 / 999 = H / 1000     
 
106 x 1/0.081 =  1234567H90 x  Σ 10

-10n

Al Khwarizmi*          9 + H symbols

q

0

n

Symbol 8 is missing

The singularity H=0/999 induces an infinite 
number of symbols in a  space of 1ltr at 
spot 0*. As 1/1000 they look like real 
numbers and as such were used by 
Fibonacci* to develop his number system. 

-ΔC = 10 x      = - 1/72   (= ½ in 36)
1

C!

Taylor* (Achilles)*     1/C!=1/720 (n=6)

Swineshead* (Turtle)*    1/2ΔH=1/64 
(n=6)
+ΔI =           x         = +1/72 (=½ in 36) 1

2ΔH

0.072

0.081

=1/36=0/37 (Pascal)*
C         H

ΔH      ΔH
 =         = 1 

p

The eleatic* racetrack paradox symbolizes 
the combined activity of the Turtle and 
Achilles. As mind-boggling mental act this 
time philosophy sets all beta-scientists on 
the wrong track due to the 6th  iteration in 
the Taylor series, causing all natural 
processes to look quasi logarithmic. In anti-
space the shrinking (1/72) of capacitive 
current (Achilles) is nullified by swelling 
(1/72) of running capacitance (Turtle). It 
allows the Turtle and Achilles to exchange 
identity, as is demanded by sense making 
theory, while everything stays put. The 
circumference of the racetrack, 1sec, has 
become its radius (q) by anti-derivation, 
because, due to induction, no number can 
be larger than 1 (H=1). Nothing moves!  
(n=6, see (b))
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Discussion: 

         Both Cusanus and Weick show that in a 3-D environment any hierarchy between things, concepts, numbers  
and organization is lacking. It is because, as shown here, our 3-D world is an illusion, produced by induction by  
singularity H. We produce our own reality Weick says. At every moment the world is therefore as constructed 

illusion all there is*, it even may be it at every moment the best world there is*. 
The world furthermore is created by the singularity H, being the principal driving 
force. Called Him (H), or Pancreator, by Cusanus, unmoved mover by Aristotle, 
invisible hand by Smith*, and H by us. The question is who is H. 

     Nature (including ourselves) produces our reality and therefore, as part of 
nature, we produce our own reality**. Nature is therefore the principle driving 
force,  symbolized by singularity  H. Started way back from scratch nature (H, 
included ourselves) became its own determinant. As such are, due to feedback 
and identity switch (o), the demon of Laplace* and the readiness potential* one 
and  the  same  (c).  From  an  ontological* point  of  view  we  are  an  illusion, 
'something'  between religion and science according to Russell* and the  logical 
conscience of this 3rd pathway* is intuition*.

Jan Bijman, 28 december 2010
www.janbijman.eu
www.bijman.info

ΔH

The genome as empirical 
illusion is obtained when man 
sends as act of free will  a ΔH 
current through an an anti-
circle  of current I and 
capacitance C (n). Nothing 
moves and lines and circles are 
forbidden to cross (m) while the 
second is the primary driving 
force. The result is an illusion of 
DNA being a choke coil 
consisting of 18000 genes in a 
3 by 3 array. Double strand 
DNA acts as choked capacitive 
current over a length of 
2x2=4mtr*  symbolized by AT  
and CG sets of nucleotides, 
unable to exchange information 
of capacitance* nor  current*.   

The DNA Choke Coil
r
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